Exact Color Matching—every time.
Premier Aerosol prides itself on reliable custom color matching
and filling of all types of aerosol and non-aerosol paints.
Marred surfaces on painted products caused by hook marks,
assembly processes, on-site installation, and shipping and
handling can require scrapping or re-work.
Companies rely on Premier Aerosol to produce
perfectly-matched touch-up paint as the ideal alternative
to costly scrapping and re-work. Premier Aerosol
offers short lead time for both large and small batch runs.

Color Matching
Color matching is the critical process on which Premier Aerosol
has built its reputation. We have experienced technicians and the
finest instruments to produce consistent exact color matches.
We utilize the latest color matching technology to match any color
standard or actual customer part. We work closely with our
customers and understand their product specifications to arrive
at a complete evaluation. Identifying the color standard to be
matched is just part of our proven evaluation process. It also
includes understanding the product substrate, type of finish, and
prescribed packaging and shipping processes. Quality is observed
for every job, large or small, to ensure the color match is exact
every time. This includes:
•
•
•
•

Visual Analysis
Computer Analysis
Aerosol Automation and Stability Tests
Special Requirement Analysis

Automated Formulation
and Consistent Batch Preparation
Our color-matched paints can be filled and packaged in a wide
variety of containers. Private labeling is also available.

Aerosol Cans
Our aerosol packaging operation includes state-of-the-art, fully
automated injection aerosol filling equipment that handles a variety
of sizes. Our popular aerosol cans provide the perfect touch-up
and color blending on original equipment coatings. Aerosol cans are
safe to use and are a quick solution over production spray guns.
They are environmentally friendly, with no ozone-depleting CFC’s.

Brush-In Bottles
Perfect for quick touch-ups, our Brush-In Bottles are available in clear
plastic or glass, and in a variety of portable sizes and brush styles.

Cans
For production applications, our custom-matched paint can be
packaged in traditional liquid containers: in pint, quart, gallon, or
5-gallon sizes.

Paint Pens
Designed with a precision-tapered tip, our Paint Pens fill the need
for neat and quick touch-ups of scratched surfaces.
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